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Established in 1990, the privately owned AUSROAD™ Group has expanded from 

Australian road maintenance plant manufacturing into specialised mining plant 

vehicles across Australia and the world. 

With manufacturing based in Australia and the Philippines, the Ausroad™ Group 

is well established and positioned for future growth. Ausroad™ currently exports 

to multiple international markets while continuing to serve the local Australian 

Market.

Building on three decades of design and manufacturing experience, the 

Ausroad™ Group has grown to become an industry leader in specialised road 

maintenance and mining plant operations. The Group now works with a diverse 

portfolio of valued clients across local government, private contractors and  

large-scale resource companies. Ausroad’s reputation for providing  

unmatched results is second to none.

AUSROAD™



WE
OPERATE

Areas of operation include:

1. The supply of specialised equipment to drill and blast teams in open cut mining. 

2. The supply of specialised equipment to the road maintenance industry.

Using the Group’s vast experience in designing, manufacturing and supplying 

equipment for the road maintenance industry, Ausroad™ began supplying 

purpose-built vehicles to the mining sector over 10 years ago. 

This expansion has seen the development of new technology, systems and 

partnerships with key organisations in the road maintenance and mining 

industries. All Ausroad™ equipment is manufactured to the highest quality based 

on a deep understanding of industry requirements to ensure minimal downtime, 

extreme reliability and maximum safety. 

The Ausroad™ Group is proud to operate in domestic and International markets 

across Australia, Africa and the Pacific Rim.

The Ausroad™ Group consists of three operating companies: 

AUSROAD™ SYSTEMS PTY LTD

AUSROAD™ PLANT SERVICES PTY LTD
 
APEM PHILIPPINES INC



AUSROAD™ SYSTEMS PTY LTD
Ausroad™ Systems manufactures and distributes equipment to third party 

customers, including Ausroad™ Plant Services. The company has 30 years’ 

experience in building-materials handling equipment, specifically, aggregates and 

fluids. Ausroad™ Systems has the scale, capability and experience to deliver 

engineered solutions on time, on budget and to consistently high standards. 

Ausroad™ Systems’ engineering strengths include:

• Engineering Design, 3D AutoCAD

• Fabrication including steel, stainless steel and aluminium

• Electronic Control Systems

• Hydraulic Systems, design and installation

• Pneumatic Systems, design and installation

• Conveyors and Belting

• Hopper and Tank design

• Assembly and integration into third party truck systems. 

Ausroad™ is proud of its partnerships with major truck manufacturers and 

mining groups. The Group’s specialised design and manufacturing team are able 

to efficiently integrate Ausroad’s specialised bodies with clients’ individual cab 

chassis models to ensure all equipment is tailored to their needs. 

TRUCK BODIES 
BUILT TO DATE

TONNES OF STEMMING 
SUPPLIED (MILLIONS)

MILLION BLAST 
HOLES STEMMED

460 1.97 2.46



MANUFACTURING FACILITIES
Ausroad™ operates two manufacturing facilities; based in Clark, Philippines and Brisbane, 

Australia. Most fabrication and sub-assembly occurs in Clark, while final assembly, cab 

chassis fitting and quality control takes place in Brisbane, Australia.

Because the Group builds and designs its own product, Ausroad’s manufacturing process 

is controlled from end to end, ‘in house’, using the skills and experience of our Australian 

and Philippines manufacturing & design teams. We deliver on time with confidence and can 

quickly and efficiently adapt to customers’ individual requirements.

PRODUCTS
Our current range of equipment includes:

MINING

• Stemming Trucks

• Contour Loaders

• Water Trucks

• Service Trucks

CIVIL

• Jetmaster Road Maintenance Trucks

• Horizontal Discharge (HD) Road Maintenance Trucks

• Spray trucks and trailers

• Crew trucks / Tack Coaters

STEMMING

CONTOUR
LOADERS



AUSROAD™ PLANT SERVICES PTY LTD
Ausroad™ Plant Services purchases and leases equipment from Ausroad™ 

Systems to the mining and civil sectors. Established in 2013 to manage its 

growing contracting and hiring business, Ausroad™ now has 36 trucks and six 

light vehicles in its fleet. The vehicles are leased on ‘dry hire’ or as part of ongoing 

full-service contracts. The Ausroad™ Group delivers reliable contracting services, 

backup parts, operators, training and comprehensive service and advice.

One of Ausroad™ Plant Services’ greatest assets is a three-bay service facility 

located in Moranbah Central Queensland, Australia. This facility enables the Group 

to deliver timely, reliable maintenance and service to ensure minimal downtime. 



LOCAL GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES
The Ausroad™ Group has supplied to 95% of local government authorities since 

1990. The company is relied upon to deliver efficient, reliable, robust equipment and 

is an approved contractor on Local Government Procurement contracts.

Ausroad™ quality control meets the highest standards after thorough development 

and application in Australia. This ensures the Ausroad™ Group delivers the world’s 

safest, most efficient vehicles for government and private contractors. 

OUR KEY COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 
The Ausroad™ Group is a boutique, dynamic team of professionals with years of 

diverse industry experience. The Company has a trusted reputation for versatility, 

flexibility and quality. With thorough product design and technical knowledge, 

Ausroad™ delivers unrivalled safety, efficiency and reliability. 

The Ausroad™ Group’s spare parts, back-up maintenance and comprehensive 

support ensures strong communication with their valued hiring and contracting 

clients. The Company’s longstanding industry relationships allow for manufacturing 

heavy maintenance and rebuild facilities across the globe. 

AUSROAD™ SAFETY
The Ausroad™ Group knows safety is fundamental to its company’s and 

clients’ success. Safety is at the forefront of every operation and is always the 

first consideration in new product development. It is a key driver of Ausroad™ 

equipment and operations. From new technology paving the way forward for staff 

safety to on-the-ground management, Ausroad™ does not pay lip service to safety, 

it’s part of its DNA.

AUSROAD™ TEAM
Every staff member brings unique expertise to the Ausroad™ Group and undergoes 

rigourous training before commencing. From our dedicated administration staff to 

our knowledgeable crew on the ground, the Ausroad™ Group is proud to boast a 

diverse, inclusive and expert team that is passionate about what they do. 



OUR
CUSTOMERS

ausroad.com.au  
 
+61 (7) 3216 7058

3A/147 Boniface Street
Archerfield BC. QLD, 4108
Australia

PO Box 1200
Archerfield BC. QLD, 4108
Australia

The Ausroad™ Group is proud to continue its longstanding partnerships with the world’s biggest 

mining and road maintenance companies. 


